
Two 4" Colson flywheels driven at 4:3 from two NEOs
A 3-1/4" omni wheel, driven from a NEO at a 2:1 reduction 
feeds cargo into the flywheels and centres the ball 
25° variable hood angle powered by a NEO550
360° turret powered by a NEO550 and Limelight tracking to 
allow for optimal Teleop and Auto cycling
Custom 3D printed encoder assembly for reliable absolute 
positioning of our turret  

SHOOTER

Tails is a 125lb, 46" tall robot, designed to effectively complete all
game task. Tails fits under the low-rung and can extend to reach the
mid rung. It is capable of unloading 2 Cargo into the upper/lower
hub in 2 seconds from anywhere up to 15ft away. Tails has several
multi-ball autonomous modes utilizing Ramsete path following and
Limelight vision tracking. Tails features over 100 custom fabricated
parts made in-house. 

MEET TAILS

"Windmill" style climber takes advantage of rung spacing
Powered by two NEO motors driven at 320:1
Uses pneumatically actuated hooks to release from each
rung
Features an automated climb that can lift up to the 
traversal rung in under 10 seconds

CLIMBER

DRIVETRAIN
Four NEO, single speed. drivetrain with a reduction of 11:1 
and a max speed of 13 ft/s
West Coast Drive style frame with four 6" performance 
wheels and two 6" omni wheels
Drive rails and gearboxes are manufactured in-house 
Position controlled 'baselock' holds drive base in place when
shooting

2 ball wide intake, capable of floor loading
Flexible structure and pneumatic actuation to help 
withstand impacts
Uses a mix of Omni and compliant wheels to help pick 
up cargo against the field walls
Powered by a single NEO driven at 2:1

INTAKE

Has an upper and lower conveyor with colour sensors
Stages cargo for shooting and detects cargo type and 
number for auto-rejection 
Conveyor rollers pulse in order to prevent jamming
Utilizes a custom sensor board to enable using multiple 
sensors with same address.

FEEDER


